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!!! JUMPING !!!
is not just a verb reserved for dancers, athletes and those small little spiders
that you find in the kitchen, the ones that leap up threateningly,
even when your mom assures you they’re harmless.
no…

‘ JUMPING ’
is a verb that has morphed and changed with time
and has found its way to be one of the four verbs we’ve chosen to focus on this year.
(for a quick and interesting read, stalk this verb on etymonline.com)
why this verb?
perhaps it is the energy required? the momentary defiance of gravity?
perhaps it reminds us of childhood; of our younger, springy bodies that thought nothing
of leaping endlessly on, into, out of, on top of and beyond any obstacles or challenges
we may have come across?
or perhaps we are all plagued by the secret desire to actually fly;
the JUMP offering a brief glimpse of what this would feel like?
‘. ’ ’. ’
wikipedia differentiates this verb from other ‘gaits’ because when jumping,
> the entire body is temporarily airborne <
wiki also explains the physics that this verb comprises of
: “all jumping involves the application of force against the substrate” :
in a world full of multiple metaphorical substrates,
one requires a special application of force to leap up with.
to remove oneself from the substrate and separate,
even if momentarily, from the thing that holds us down.
in this issue we see a vast and varied array of articles, transcriptions, musings, images
and writings from different individuals who are testing their own application of force;
folks who have challenged their own specific substrate, applied their creative energy and hurled
themselves into a creative expression of existence.
an existence of being and of having their own body elevated into a sphere of their own creating.
we hope you enjoy the issue!
lots of love
the ABZ team

(Photograph by Dave Mann)

grass and water /
jumping and swimming
By Dave Mann

1998
A day of freshly cut grass and Gatti’s ice-creams. In the front garden, my sister
teaches me to do cartwheels – she does not succeed.
“You keep jumping into it and bending your arms,” she tells me. “Keep your
arms and legs straight. Pretend you have a steel pole running through you and
if you jump and bend, it’ll break.”
I think about this for a while – perhaps too long – and then I run inside, crying.

2001
Nine years old and at my first swimming lesson. All the other kids here are
around five or six. How embarrassing. I love the water, but I am terrified of it.
This on account of the fact that I had a particularly frightful experience with a
swimming pool when I was three. The smaller kids are jumping into the pool like
bombs. I’m sitting on the steps of the shallow end, watching.

2005
Grade seven. Puppy love. Changing skin. Growing bones.
Unfamiliar heartache.
One of the cool kids, Josh, is imitating his favourite wrestler and leaping from
the topmost step of the grandstands onto the soft grass of the rugby field
below. He shouts a catchphrase each time he does it, just like on WWE.
All the girls are watching. Should I try this too? One of the less-popular kids leaps
next and when he lands, he rolls into the metal head of a large sprinkler and
begins to bleed. The following week in assembly, the principle announces that
the grandstands are now off limits, save for sports matches.

2008
Older now, and less scared, too. It’s an exceedingly hot day and a group of us
are moving through the dry concrete paths of the city’s open-top canals. Each
time we climb a part of the wall and jump into its neighbouring section, our
backpacks knock about in a clatter of spraycans and beer bottles.
We paint beneath a hidden bridge – the one the train passes over – with our
shirts off and our bare feet in the slimy water of the canal.

2009
A day of sterile-white offices, X-Rays, and uncomfortable check-ups. This, we’re
told, should be the last. The specialist, a small-time ex-rugby player, concludes
that I have scoliosis – a slight curvature of the spine.
Nothing too serious, he says, but I can no longer play contact sport and I should
avoid taking up smoking or putting on an unhealthy amount (how much is that,
exactly?) of weight.
My parents are relieved. Me too – I finally have a legitimate excuse to not
participate in school sports. But I wonder if they know I smoke? And is this why I
can’t land any decent tricks on a skateboard? How embarrassing.

2011
Mauritius by way of a wealthy relative celebrating their 50th. Days are spent
reading by the sea, drinking Phoenix beer, and rattling through narrow streets in
a mini-bus at high speed.
We spend our final day snorkelling near a small island just off the West coast. An
American woman (or was she British?) with too-large sunglasses and a nasally
tone looks me up and down before telling me about my posture.
“Yew reeeally should swim more yew know. It’ll help with yaw back.”
“He knows that, thanks,” my sister interjects. “His back is fine.”

2017
25. The age at which my body has decided to reject my lifestyle. Thin hair. Tired
bones. Two-day long hangovers. Aching back, always.
The other day a group of us decided to leave the city and spend the day
lounging about in the Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens, smoking cigarettes in the
sun. A friend of ours – without any prompting – decides to execute a chain of
cartwheels.
Behind us, a group of American (or were they British?) exchange students eat
ice-cream and watch the scene. My friend proceeds to belt out six
consecutive cartwheels and each time they move, it’s a whirlwind of bent legs
and flailing arms, but they do the cartwheels – all six.
And now I’m thinking that doing cartwheels doesn’t have anything to do with
steel poles, and that water doesn’t really care if you’re three or if you’re nine,
and that maybe some of us jump and some of us swim and some of us do both
of those things at the same time.
The trick, I suppose, is to stop all this thinking and to just sort of do it, really.

Dave Mann is a writer living and working in Johannesburg.
He is also the co-founder and publisher of Ja. Magazine.
Find Dave on Instagram @dave_mann_

‘pink desert I’ - Tatjana Baleta

‘pink desert II’ - Tatjana Baleta

Review: Au-delà de l’humain
by Cie Zora Snake
Written by Nicola van Straaten

(
There are times when one has to hurl oneself at a page.
Or in this case, a screen.
Language, the thing that takes up the whole body
(particularly the roundish lump at the top)
occupies our skin so fully, unilaterally even.
When I write the word ‘language’ I mean to imply, perhaps,
that thing we filter our experiences of consciousness through.
So in order to get it onto a page or screen, or just… out
– sometimes a run-up is required, some impetus or force is necessary.
(I am imaging the act of running very fast and jumping as high or as far as possible.)
So now I jump – here are my words landing on the screen
(which will also be a page, one day).
The act and touch of typing on my laptop is soft, but the words land hard.
Here they are:
)

I’d like to write about a performance I saw a couple of weeks ago as a part of the Tanz Im
August festival in Berlin; a well-established international dance festival that takes place
once a year. I only went to one show (a free one) because I just don’t have the cash dollar
to play those 12/15-euro-plus games right now.
The piece is called Au-delà de l’humain, created and performed by Cie Zora Snake, an
artist from Cameroon who made the work in 2015. The work took place outdoors as the
audience/crowd mingled amiably and awkwardly on the steps of one of the HAU
theatres (there are several apparently – we got lost and went to the wrong one).
It begins. Snake walks determined and mostly naked into the middle of the road, no
fucks given for cars or other such deadly vehicles. This stride, this palpable energy with
which he walks is enough to immediately grab the entire attention of the 50 plus people
gathered around him.

There is a special kind of inaudible collective gasp that happens when he leaps up and throws
himself onto the hard paved road. He repeats this leap with abandon and skill that takes
years of training to accomplish. A falling, throwing, hurling skill that Snake certainly has
perfected with his background in breakdancing.
(I fantasize again about dedicating my life and my body to breakdance. What a worthy and
most beautiful cause; to experience the contours of your body against the hard-hitting surfaces of cement streets in such a way that is graceful, expressive and non-injury inducing).

A few of the audience form a protective barrier as Snake continues – and a couple of cars
slow down, stop and stare, half-aghast-half-amused. Ah Berlin, you’re full of surprises.
Loons or artists, people tend to take both in their stride with a fair amount of tolerance.
No one hoots.
Snake then whips our focus in one straight line. With commanding shouts he passes something to an audience member (I can’t remember ‘prop’ details, like I say, I saw this about a
month ago and my memory is rusty at best. Plus, I was busy hustling for a better view in the
shuffly crowd). Instructing us to follow, he leads the procession with solemn authority, I am
transfixed, a child in awe, cue the pan-piper effect: I’ll follow him wherever he goes.

He takes us through a cobbled street (oh Europe, a small third eye-roll), under an arched
passage and we emerge on the other side. Is this where the coffin comes in? Something
else happens and he elects two more audience members in the next step of events (memory
stutters). My view is better now. He is passing them black crosses all tied to together with a
piece of string.
The crosses are important objects, I can tell, but not as important as what one does with
them. They symbolize something over and above the things that crosses are already supposed
to symbolize. A string of deaths, tangled up insistently under the sign of the church, Christianity, religion, colonialism, dogma and spiritual systemic violence and control over one’s
innermost expressions with cosmic deities of
consciousness.

(My thoughts reshuffle as the group trudges off to witness what will take place next).
Then, yes, the coffin. A big, heavy, wooden coffin. I’m thinking about what it would be
like to turn death into a performance, or no – yes, that’s been done already.
Another invisible skirmish amongst the watchers near a traffic light, more jaw-dropped
motorists look on. I smirk, now they are the audience, the unsuspecting bypassers,
outsiders to this sanctimonious act we’ve been witnessing since the start.

The pilgrimage continues and together we arrive at the square stage made of dark,
good-smelling soil outside another HAU theatre, where Snake begins the beautiful wrap
up performance.

It feels both like a celebration ceremony and a ceremony of goodbye, putting to bed, letting go, finishing. He covers himself in some sort of red liquid, marks off the area where
he will perform and bursts and leaps and rolls across and over this area in a
series of magic tumbles. It’s as though he has the ability to turn himself into a ball
possessed with the ability to bounce itself. I can’t tell whether he spends more time on
the ground or hovering just above it.
He concludes the conclusion by crawling into the coffin, where he reads a statement in
French. His voice is out of breath and passionate. I can catch a few words. I know it’s a
moving, emotive speech, but the microphone feedbacks in the confines of the coffins, and
the effect is somewhat dampened.
(I think to myself that this aspect of the performance would be better executed if it was
a pre-recorded speech played over the sound system, instead of him reading the speech
himself - or perhaps there is simply no need for a mic?)

Despite the technological gap that undermined the momentous ending, I am still convinced, together and totally behind this performance. I have travelled with it; I have
witnessed Snake’s secret and meaningful rites and his utter commitment to the physical
demands this piece makes. My brain is mulling over concepts of magic, ritual and religion in a way that lets me walk away satisfied.

Globalization,
technology and
intimacy
A photo essay by
Pieter du Plessis

We are jumping.
We have been jumping
we have been jumping boundaries.
Lines.
–
We have been jumping them all the time.
There is horror and beauty
There is touch and divide.
The strange is familiar
and the familiar is strange
when we jump into one another’s arms.

by Pieter du Plessis and Jordi Caljé

1.
With complicated and messy global flows of people, different forms of human
connections are made possible today. We interact in the most intimate of ways with
one another, more than we have ever before. Imagine a 24-year-old Afrikaner man
and an Ethiopian-born Dutchman of the same age sharing intimacy that transcends
historical boundaries – boundaries that were still in place 50 or even 24 years ago.
Jordi Caljé and my connection was made possible through a gay dating app called
Grindr. Following two weeks of exchanging text messages, we met in person and
from there a connection formed. It brought two people together whose lives are so
different from one another and, with a closer look, it becomes more complicated
and fascinating when our histories collide in the intimacy that we share. With frictions across the lines of race, nationality, biological kinship and culture – the two of
us are an example of how these frictions become filled with the emerging globalization and technological flows we experience in everyday life and the possibilities they
bring.

2.
There are elements of race, geography, gender and sexual orientation attached to
the intimacy we share and those elements all speak to how the collision of our two
identities has been forbidden historically, and, even still today. Historically, interracial intimacy was forbidden in many parts of the world and today it is still a taboo in
many contexts. Alongside this, intimacy between two men is still stigmatized today
depending on which social contexts you navigate and when looking at the historical
dynamics of same sex relations, one can trace a history filled with violence – both in
the Netherlands and South Africa. Both of us are twenty-four years old and should
we have been this age twenty-four years ago, I would argue that this intimacy would
not have been permitted or even possible.

3.
“Globalization has shrunk the distance between elites, shifted key relations between
producers and consumers, broken many links between labor and family life, obscured the lines between temporary locales and imaginary national attachments.”
(Appadurai, 1996:10). Globalization has shifted and changed the possibilities of
human connection and has merged and continues to merge socio-historical trajectories, creating new and unfolding relations and intimacies between people. Our
intimacy is, I would argue, a product of globalization. “Globalization becomes real
only by passing through the body. Otherwise, it will not acquire any local or personal
reality, which is the only cultural reality it has.” (Larsen, 2013).

4.
Often when we talk about globalization we focus on macro level experiences of
economics, politics and cultural homogenization or fluidity, and in some ways the
concept becomes so abstract and complicated when in fact we are living within the
processes and practices of globalization and the meaning and effects are rooted in
our embodiment of the world around us.
5.
Grindr, which was created in the United States of America and is used worldwide,
linked the two of us in Cape Town, South Africa. The online platform creates an
alternative space for gay men to meet one another and in doing so breaks down
social boundaries that prohibit these interactions. It is this alternative space that
enables intimacies such as ours. The possibility that this brings is something that
enables a social change in many ways, connecting people from different locations
and backgrounds and feeding into the notion of globalization.
6.
I like to think about intimacy in the way that Lynn Jamieson partially defines it as
“the quality of close connection between people and the process of building this
quality.”

7.
We live in a very powerful era of interconnectedness through various processes –
both tangible and unseen, and in order to understand the effects of the age in which
we live, we need to understand the complexity and simplicity of our everyday lives
and the intimacies that surround us all.

All photos taken by Pieter du Plessis and Jordi Caljé

About the author:
I am Pieter du Plessis, a 24-year-old human and student at the University of Cape Town
studying toward my honors degree in Social Anthropology. I am interested in the
experiences of the human body through health, illness and culture. In my spare time
you will find me thinking about how I can have more spare time and occasionally baking
pancakes at odd hours.
Visit Pieter’s blog at www.thewhitegayafrikaner.wordpress.com
and follow him on social media: @pietercpt

Jump
Light

Jump
forward,
jump backwards,
An extract from a
jump from side to side, jump
performance work
up while drawing your knees into
your chest, jump while constantly changing
your direction, keep your upper body relaxed as you
jump, jump lightly, make the jumps look effortless, jump…

titled ‘Live’

By Tania Vossgatter

‘Live’ was a dance work commissioned for the Sibikwa Arts Centre’s
Thunye Lerole Young Female Choreographers in Action Festival which took
place on the 5th August 2017 in Benoni, Johannesburg. It was presented amongst
commissioned works from 5 other young female choreographers from across
the country. The programme covered a broad spectrum of styles
from dance theatre, to performance art, to storytelling, to
postmodern deconstruction.
The work
Live, performed by two incredibly talented Cape Town-based dancers, Julia de
Rosenwerth and Adriana Jamisse, is a two-part work with an improvised first half
and a semi-set second half. The first half consisted of seven improvised segments
and then presented a “neatly packaged” duet in the second half, using the movement material that the body remembered from the explorations of the first half.
Two basic philosophies that governed this work, and seem to be a key signature
in a lot of my works, is a minimalist aesthetic and the encouragement of engagement /movement from/of the audience. In all my works I like to break through the
fourth wall and primarily engage the audience physically as well as visually and,
possibly, even emotionally. With the philosophies of minimalism I like to avoid
narratives and, instead, either work with a montage of stories, or just focus on the
physical, kinaesthetic form and experience of the body. I like to explore how the
body moves within set parameters and tasks: what movement is birthed from the
body throughout the process of creating the work and how can one undo or forget
habitual body patterns?
Like the name of the work suggests, the basic concept of the work was to have the
audience choreograph the first half of the dance, live/ in the moment. The process
was as follows.

1
The first half of the work began with an overhead projector set up on the stage and, as the
audience were seated, transparencies with action and dynamic words written on them
(e.g. ‘JUMP LIGHT’, ‘BEND SHARP’) were handed out to the audience at random.
The preset of the work is in darkness. A metronome starts to tick at 110 beats per minute.
The projector light comes on and we see Julia and Adriana positioned on either side
of the stage, outside the pool of light coming from the projector. They await their first
movement cue as they stand on the outskirts of the stage.
The first transparency with the action imperative ‘TURN LOOSE’ written in black koki
is placed on the overhead projector. As if almost immediately, like a light switch turning
on, the dancers respond physically by interpreting the action instruction in their bodies.
It is important to note that although the dancers’ responses to the action imperatives
were completely improvised, there were a clear set of principles/tasks that guided
them for each set of actions in order to focus their improvisations. For example, in the
action ‘GATHER RESISTANT’, the main idea being explored was gathering joints towards one another while imagining squeezing the body through play dough in order
to complete the joint-to-joint action.

Photographs taken by Herman Verwey

The first transparency was set by myself, in order to demonstrate how the audience
can choose to engage in the performance with their transparencies. Surprisingly, not
long after the first transparency had been presented a member from the audience
came down and presented the next transparency with the set of actions…‘ROLL
FLUID’…and so it went… ‘BALANCE SHAKY’, ‘JUMP LIGHT’, ‘CLAP HEAVY’,
‘GATHER RESISTANT’ and ‘BEND SHARP’. I was surprised at how quickly the audience responded to this call to action; jumping out of their seats to present the next
set of actions to the dancers – empowered to instruct.

The music for the work, titled Plural, was composed by the gifted and handsome (I can
say that because he’s my husband) Richard Vossgatter. In contrast to my very conceptual approach to this work, Richard worked on capturing an emotional landscape that
he sensed after our first discussion regarding the concepts and ideas of the work. Very
warm, lush chords echo throughout the composition with a dominant, melodic guitar
line. There is an intensity, a heavy vibration, to the base of the composition, but within
that there are moments of extreme delicacy.
The costumes tie into the concept of minimalism which is the key aesthetic for this
work. Thanks to one discussion with a costume-designer and friend of mine, Christy
Morcos, I was able to pinpoint exactly how I wanted to express this aesthetic through
the costumes: to allow for as much movement as possible, both in the body and the
clothes.
Live became a multifaceted performance which can’t be contained within and
described as one form of movement. Both Julia and Adriana are extremely talented
and versatile performers and have their own, inherent way of moving which is made
up of so many layers and styles.

Due to this versaility we had to have a few conversations with ourselves and ask
things like “Well, what jump do we want? A specifically styled jump? A jump off
one foot? What’s the difference between a hop and a jump? Do we jump in the
rhythm or out of the rhythm of the metronome?”… and so it went. In the end, we
defined what a jump was for ourselves and tried to stick to these principles
… JUMP …
Two feet leaving the ground
and two feet landing back on the ground.
Jumping: forward, jumping backwards, jumping from side to side, jumping up while
drawing your knees into your chest, jumping while constantly changing your direction, keeping your upper body relaxed as you jump, jumping lightly, making the jumps
look effortless… JUMPING…

Review:

Kyle Shepherd Trio
by Ben Verghese

Sat at a grand piano, Kyle Shepherd triggered the opening notes from his laptop. A
pre-produced intro reverberated through
the small hall. Strings rose and fell, a voice
– Khoisan it seemed – sung/chanted. A beat
dropped in the way a pebble hits water,
sending out a brief ripple of sub-bass. Then
another voice/force – familiar but not quite
recognisable – in English it sung: “…jump for
joy…” There came coos like a bird, drones,
and the metallic tones of a mouth bow. And
again, that haunting, clouded vocal: “…jump
for joy…”
Percussive hits were then overdubbed live by
Shepherd, his right hand working the piano’s
upper register, and the aforementioned loop
faded out. Some of the audience looked
intrigued as the notes sounded distorted,
somehow scratchy. What was the source of
the disorientating sounds? When Shepherd
reached into the piano and pulled out sheets
of A4 paper tucked inside, it became clear.
From there/then, the trio took over. Techniques-honed, Shane Cooper’s fingers
intricately worked his upright bass, Jonno
Sweetman with his drum kit, Shepherd at the
instrument he is most known for.
This unit, each member born in the 1980s,
now have eight years of time together, of experience(s) to draw upon. The closeness can
be heard. United on stage, they express a
joyful ease that can come through dedicated
practise, through tuning in, through listening
to each other’s sounds/ways and finding a
collective unity.

Observing Shepherd’s slim frame curl and
sway, over and away, to and from the keys,
his head jarring back and forth, side to side,
words of Fred Moten come to mind:
It was always the whole body that emitted
sound: instrument and fingers, bend.
In this set, time also bent, with the sounds
flowing for over an hour and a half – compositions getting stretched and improvised
upon. In mood and structure, the material
continued the feel of the trio’s superb double
album Dream State (2014) and their debut
recording A Portrait of Home (2010).
However, reading through a set list the songs
selected were/are almost all newly written
compositions and, I’ve also subsequently
learnt, most (if not all) have been penned
with Cooper and Sweetman in mind.
By writing songs to suit his accomplices’ particular musical personalities and styles, Shepherd is encouraging the musicians alongside
him to express themselves with force and
freedom. The trio’s coherence is evident. It is
uplifting. As a group they possess a thick, full
sound along with an openness in their nimble interplay and improvisations. They emit
and evoke feelings. Furthermore, together
they embody a brilliance specific to piano
trios, whereby each of them can percussively
charge in the same (or polyrhythmic) directions.
Sweetman reiterated how he can serve super
crisp boom-baps for Cooper or Shepherd to
roam in, on, or around, as well as offering his
delicate free playing, such as when his fingertips patter the snare drum or with his use of
brushes.

Late in the set, came the anthemic ‘Dream
State’. Here, layers and layers of looping
melodies from each musician build and build
to eyes of the song. Then comes a handful of
bars which are calm and consolidating,
before the (re)build commences again and
the structure repeats. Over halfway through,
the tempo quickening to peak then slows
again in a reflective finale.
As on the album’s studio recorded version –
where Shepherd’s own commitment to the
track erupts in a slight fleeting vocal – during
this live interpretation, the song caused him
to soar from his stool, standing with hands
continuing to play the chords fervently.
Carried with the song’s intensity, a scattering
of the 100 or so people sat in attendance
were also pulled to their feet. We cheered!
Although the venue’s name suggests an
auditorium, in truth, the Reeler is a small
hall. A small hall on the campus of Rondebosch Boys High School, a former ‘Whites
Only’ institution, with annual fees for 2017
of R45,000. While the venue seems out of
tune with Shepherd’s cultural and political
consciousness – which his discography and
numerous interviews demonstrate – the room
and sound setup is acoustically more pleasing
to the ear than other live music venues across
Cape Town (of which there is a shortage).
This gig, overenthusiastically billed as a “Rare
Cape Town Show” was organised with the
support of many of Shepherd’s extended
network of Cape Town family and friends.
The occasion felt intimate and loving.

Overseas, the Kyle Shepherd Trio may not
(yet) be known as widely as a trio of also
innovative and excellent 21st Century piano,
bass and drum ensembles, including those of
Vijay Iyer, Avishai Cohen, or (the late)
Esbjorn Svensson. But why so? Is there
lingering prejudice and other ignorance
towards music from Africa? Neo-colonial
underinvest/development? The hope remains
this will soon (continue to) change.
Days after the concert, with the haunting cry
of “Jump for joy” still ringing in my head,
I perused Kyle Shepherd’s Instagram feed.
Among his self-documenting is a short
video captioned: Creating music for a dream
sequence using samples of a khoisan singer
in the kalahari desert and Abdullah Ibrahim
singing an African American slave song.
With the query on who the voice/force from
the intro now revealed, it would be easy to
go on about the impressions one great Capetonian pianist has made on another.
However, Shepherd’s own voice is moving
beyond ways (tradition/s, we could say) that
Ibrahim is recognised for. The digital glimpse
into Shepherd’s studio, via stills and videos
from his phone, offers a tantalising view at
what he is working on (to use a South
African-ism) in the now-now.
Six years on from the passing of another of
Shepherd’s major influences, Zim Ngqawana – the call of his mentor/friend (in studies
called Zimology) to study the self, is also
pivotal as a lesson in why/how Shepherd’s
music keeps maturing. When audiences get
to encounter the music, it is deeply moving.
Let us jump for joy…

When not working in schools, Ben Verghese is mostly found studying books and vinyl records in Cape Town
or London. Previous writings can found in back issues of the Chimurenga Chronic, SHOOK, The Wire, Motherland magazine, and Wasafiri among other publications. He misses dancing in the dark at Tagore’s and
Plastic People. Follow him at: twitter.com/bengubbins

Photography by Lerato Maduna:
Born and raised in Johannesburg,
Lerato Maduna currently lives
in Cape Town where she studies film at CPUT. A graduate of
the Market Photo Workshop, for
the past eleven years Lerato has
worked as a photojournalist and
documentary photographer for a
broad range of print publications
and online platforms. Now, having
freed herself from the factory of
a corporate environment, she is
working on redefining, reclaiming
and rebuilding her identity as a
mother, portrait photographer,
filmmaker in the making, lover,
sister and friend.
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danceyourselfloose…

Extracts and Abstractions

From a River of Conversation between Ya Na & Katara Sedai
“The only thing we’ve done is initiate an activity
around a set of almost arbitrary parameters.”
– Katara Sedai

danceyourselfloose (dyl) is a Practice as Research project
initiated by Katara Sedai and Ya Na during a forest walk in
Spring, 2017CE. Seeking grist for the artistic mill, we discussed how we could support one another within a creative project that could easily integrate with daily life. This became a
commitment to converse virtually through dance everyday for a set
period. We did not know where this jump into the unknown would lead,
but felt working in dialogue could strengthen our growth towards a
disciplined creative practice. The cogs are in motion, and this transcribed conversation marks the second time we paused to reflect on our
project – in terms of its physical, social and intellectual imprints.

What is it?
Every day an alternating participant chooses the song for the rest of us to improvise dance whilst recording the process visually. Preview clips of these performances, as well as the dancer’s subjective reflection on his/her/their process, are posted to
Instagram – our process archive. This generates a data set that might feed us
creatively and intellectually into the unknown future.
What else is it?
Every day an alternating participant chooses the song for the rest of us to improvise dance whilst recording the process visually. Preview clips of these performances, as well as the dancer’s subjective reflection on his/her/their process, are posted to Instagram – our process archive. This generates a data set
that might feed us creatively and intellectually into the unknown future.
Why do we do it?
We want to generate an archive through which to observe the refraction of one
song through subjective dance interpretations on a daily basis, for 100 days. We
aim to create an archive of footage from which to reflect, theorise, curate, and
generate new questions, fresh insights, and the potential for professional growth
– in terms of performance archiving, curatorship and performance practice.
“I love the idea of exploring new forms of communicating the findings.
My question is: how can one make [the experience] relevant and digestible… to
make it say something, but in a way that doesn’t close it off? And to do so in a
way that invites conversation and brings insight. That’s what I’m curious about!”
– Ya Na

jump between (frames)>
liminal space

explore

Ya Na (YN): One of the reasons we began was to generate an archive of performance
for ourselves to work with, and study, over time. You say dyl is interesting for
you because it constantly foregrounds a space where you’re negotiating between the
concepts of Reality and Fiction, because of the specific addition of a recording medium into the space? Can you explain what you mean?
Katara Sedai (KS): Eye refer to a personal cognitive tension of negotiating the dynamics between two conceptual asymptotes: on the one side is the “reality” of the
present moment in which eye am fully immersed in dancing, and the other is an awareness of the fictive qualities of the archive we are purposefully and simultaneously
creating. The archive is actually an element of fiction: it’s a function of reality;
but it never encapsulates the fullness of that moment in which you exist within the
state(s) of perceptual immanence which is the traditionally intended subject of the
archival fragment…. understanding that everybody else only has tangential access to
the experience being referenced, through whatever lens(es) you (or the curator) are
choosing to provide… Eye also point towards a state of being aware of the continuum
of experience that exists between the two…
YN: Are you talking about a flickering in your experience [as dancer] between deep
presence and external awareness [of the camera]… and the potential this has to detract from the truth?
KS: …essentially yes, and this also then unfolds at various levels, because as an
artist/the person performing that dance in the space, you have the fullest capacity to be Presented… but we function as both artists and curators in this space of
dyl… so then, as a curator, you have to make certain decisions in terms of “How do
you provide access to the fullest expression?” knowing that, unless you are the
person performing, you actually don’t have that much access… which is partly why
it’s important to make it an open platform. …it’s a curatorial decision, in a way,
to allow people who wish to engage the opportunity to experience the fullness of a
refraction, even though it won’t be the same refraction as anybody else’s…
YN: Okay, I’m thinking about it in that way now… for me, however, that separation
[of fiction and reality] didn’t exist so starkly before: As there is no other Present other than what is, when I set up the camera to demarcate the space I’ll be
improvising within, that’s the field I’m jumping into… a present which includes the
screen, as well as my awareness of the screen, and the way this awareness affects
the dance. Even if it’s that I end up dancing with my own image as displayed in
Photobooth (software), I am not taken out of the dance; rather, I’m given something
to dance with…
You were also talking about dyl as an offering of expression to an audience, and
questioning to what degree truth can be conveyed or lost through this process of
accessioning into the Archive and displaying from there… But people are receiving
the footage in myriad ways… Maybe they’re lying in bed at night avoiding going to
sleep and watching these things. In any case, they are having an intimate experience of a truth we could never know – simply in their subjective receiving of what
we’ve put out. So, beyond the point of upload, the truth of the process isn’t necessarily compromised – it finds a life of its own, while the refraction continues…
In a sense we are dancing with people beyond our immediate reach – with their experiences, their expectations, their dreams… And the material, by sharing it on a
public platform, opens up spaces and experiences for others, in ways that we won’t
ever be able to quantify… But it’s doing something…
KS: It’s dropping a stone into the water…
YN: Yes! And for me, this is where the metaphor of jumping comes in. It’s the same
thing – us at an edge, unable to know where or if we will land, yet leaping anyway
so that our perceived horizons might shift, making new insights possible.

YN: Trust and Jumping are likeKS: – two together…

jump forward >
expand into the unknown

YN: And saying yes to the unknown… having belief in its potential…
KS: Also, [Practice as Research and dyl] requires from us the willingness to face
whatever reality is on the other side of the leap. …once embarking on a PAR cycle,
and jumping off into that unknown: at least you are not in the same place in which
you started… Which is already deeply true (in relation to dyl): we’ve started this
process which is beyond my capacity to understand in this present moment. And there
is this having to surrender to the fact that eye don’t have to process the experience to the fullest extent of it right now: this is material that can be reflected
upon for years after. It’s like being underwater in a river (-presented, affective
space-), and occasionally coming up for air and reflection, seeing where you are in
relation to the shore (-theory/intellectual interpretation-), before diving under
the water again. …and holding the balance of those two spaces…
YN: …and not getting stuck outside the river, trying to analyse the process so much
that the memory of, and desire for, the river-experience leaves you…
KS: Ja, exactly!

“can i jump too?” >
yes! the water is deep enough

YN: And also, it’s beautiful to keep some of the parameters open, so that
it allows for other people’s reflections as well. What I’ve been loving is
how other people have been writing to say how important the dyl space is becoming for them… …there are some really sensitive, profound insights coming
through… it’s beautiful!
KS: And these are from people who aren’t necessarily sharing their dancing
on the platform at all- it’s completely taken in faith that they’re actually
doing it. But their transformation is being reflected outwards through their
messages… And it’s also affecting people who are just observing it. Because
that’s often how participation started: they’d come on board by saying “I’m
just loving what you’re doing all the time, please can I get involved?” and
that’s very interesting.
YN:

Like, “Can I jump in too?”

KS: Ja!
YN: So it’s also creating something that other people can trust. So it is
like saying, as Ya Na, I am going to jump. Then turning to others and saying
“Cool, it’s deep enough! Come!” … it reflects that the space is safe… that it
doesn’t necessarily sting to hit the water… And this reflects what jumping
can do to open up potential for others…

jump over (your past self)
> grow into something new

“…it doesn’t have to be complicated; it just needs to be consistent.
There’s something really beautiful in a simple repetition of something to create a pattern, which shows change over time.”
– Ya Na
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